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ANALYSIS OF ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY DURING THE CONDUCTION PHASE OF THE PLASMA EROSION OPENING SWITCH

I. INTRODUCTION
The plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS) is a fast opening vacuum switch which has been used to compress the output pulse from conventional pulsed power generators. I -8 It is also being used in research for developing high power inductive storage pulsed power generators. 9 The PEOS consists of a low density (n i -1013 cm -3 ) C++ plasma injected (VD -10 cm/ps) between the electrodes of a coaxial transmission line as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The plasma is classically collisionless on the timescale of interest (-100 ns). However, the plasma has been found to conduct current (-1 MA) across a strong (-10-50 kG)
self-generated magnetic field until a current threshold is reached and then to open (i.e. cease to conduct) quickly V -10 ns). 7 The current threshold is determined by the injected plasma properties and the geometry. A theory which describes the -mechanisms involved in setting this threshold current and which describes the opening mechanisms is found elsewhere. 1 0 Here field penetration and current conduction in the body of the , plasma during the conduction phase of the PEOS will be addressed.
This is important for understanding PEOS scaling. % While the PEOS is conducting, electrons are emitted from the cathode and enter the plasma after being accelerated across a T"
cathode sheath. Theoretical analysis shows that the potential drop across the sheath can be large (-MV). 1 1 In fact, the floating potential of the plasma can be much larger than the induced voltage across the plasma. These energetic electrons are the current carriers and are also capable of driving instabilities in the plasma. Magnetic field probe data 1 2 shows that the current channel in a PEOS is many times wider than the collisionless skin depth of the plasma (-0.1 cm). Because the switch carries a large current, the magnetic field is large and the electron gyration radius is small compared with the anode-cathode separation. The ions are essentially %.
unmagnetized. As stated above, without anomalous collisions due to instabilities electrons must move with E x B velocities, and actually are tied to the magnetic field lines.
Such a motion can be shown to lead to a relation between ne and B that must be satisfied along electron trajectories. This constraint relating ne and B can be combined with other plausible dassumptions to show that the electrons cannot cross the plasma from the cathode to the anode but must flow essentially on lines of constant r in contradiction to the direct observation of current flow across the PEOS plasma. This contradiction then provides the reducioadabsurdum argument that motivates the belief that there must be a mechanism in the plasma to disturb the pure E x B motion of the electrons. In this paper it is suggested that the mechanism involves a collection of unstable ion acoustic waves that interacts with the electrons by wave particle interactions to provide such anomalous collisions. The collisions produce the penetration of current and magnetic field into the plasma at an anomalously large rate. They explain the ability of the plasma to carry the large currents across the strong magnetic field as observed.
The ,eductioadabsrdum argument is now presented. Assume that:
(1) There are no electron collisions and that the electrons move with the E x B velocity. This is the primary assumption whose absurdity will be shown. On the basis of this assumption it can be stated that the magnetic field is frozen into the electron fluid. By a standard proof it can also be shown that the flux in a magnetic tube remains constant in time as the tube moves with the E x B velocity. That is, for cylindrical geometry n er
on the electron trajectory even for a nonsteady state.
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.f~i~p'J~.p~~ . This argument requires certain comments. First, the argument depends heavily on the cylindrical geometry.
Theoretical analysis involving planar geometry will not encounter constraint (1c). Second, assumption (2) concerning charge neutrality is not rigorous. At lower densities it is possible to violate charge neutrality over narrow channels (a few skin depths) through which current can pass. In this case Eq. (la) must still be satisfied but Eqs. (1b) and (1c) need not be
satisfied. This appears to be what is happening in the PIC code simulations of the PEOS. However, for larger densities the channel is very narrow in contrast to the broad channels observed in experiments. Narrow current channels with high current density would enhance the development of the plasma instabilities described in this paper and produce collisions to broaden the channel. These instabilities could be three dimensional (as is the one described herein) and would not occur naturally in two
V1
dimensional simulations.
The conclusion is that the electrons cannot carry out a pure E x B motion. There needs to be an anomalous collision rate, va, that disturbs their motion so that they are governed by 
II. THE ION ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY (LINEAR)
A possible mechanism to produce anomalous collisions is ion acoustic waves driven unstable by the E x B velocity of the electrons, vE = cE x B/B 2 , if yE exceeds several times (ZTe/mi)I/2, the ion acoustic speed.
Here Te is the azimuthal electron temperature along the magnetic field lines.
Such waves are unstable for all wave lengths down to the Debye length. Since the wave lengths are in general small, a local theory can be applied neglecting any inhomogeniety in the plasma.
First the linearized theory of this instability will be considered.
The local E field can be eliminated by transforming to a frame moving with the velocity vE in the E x B direction. In this frame the ions have a mean drift velocity vO W -v E . The ions are treated as cold and the plasma is treated as homogeneous. A coordinate system is chosen with x axis in the direction of vE and z axis in the direction of B as shown in 
9 where now
In the lab frame the unstable wave always propagates in that direction along k making an angle less than 900 with the E x B 1W velocity vE (i.e. -v,) . Since waves with k and minus k are equivalent, we discuss only those with k v o < 0, w' -kv o = kc s .
In general vol >> c s so that the kc s term is negligible unless cos << cs/1vo, where is the angle which k makes with smaller than the anomalous collision frequency va that was discussed in the introduction, it will be shown that the nonlinear saturation of the wave is relatively weak, so that the S waves can produce an anomalous collision rate which is faster than their growth rate.
III. THE WAVE PARTICLE INTERACTION
The interaction of these ion acoustic waves will now be considered and it will be demonstrated that this interaction NO leads to an effective collision frequency.
In the laboratory P.
so that the wave appears as an ordinary ion-acoustic wave. "-'
However, in the E x B frame it is a negative energy wave driven 0 -unstable by resonant interaction with electrons moving in the s .. negative direction parallel to B. In the laboratory frame it extracts energy by removing energy from the E x B motion. This .
removal is the origin of the anomalous collision term in Eq. (2).
In addition, the electrons are heated in the parallel direction.
To see this, consider the energy, W, , and the momentum, P , of a wave of amplitude E in the moving E x B frame: . 
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The resonant electrons gain a positive amount of energy in amplifying the wave. They gain momentum in the negative k direction.
(These resonant electrons move in this direction.)
The ions are unaffected except through their nonresonant 'a...
interaction with the wave.
,
In the lab frame the electrons lose energy to the wave.
This arises by their E x B velocity being slowed down, giving up energy both to the wave and also to the parallel part of the electron energy.
There is consequently a force on the electrons.
The part of this force perpendicular to B is
In general, the waves are symmetrical with respect to the VE,B plane so that any component of F 1 perpendicular to v E cancels out. The component of F along vE is in the opposite direction to the E x B motion. Denoting this component by -vanemevE, and setting E = -ikt yields ..
The heating in the parallel direction, Eq. (13) 
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where Eq. (15) has been employed. This corresponds to the frictional heat>.g of the electrons by the anomalous collisions with the ions.
The wave-particle interaction in the laboratory frame is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The wavevector k is chosen so that Neglecting c s compared to vEl we have
so that the resonant electron moves in the negative z direction.
The vector u makes an angle of nearly 900 with k (if k is in the VEB plane).
Because of the slope of the electron distribution function in the parallel direction, the resonant electrons extract negative momentum from the wave (see Fig. 3 ).
Since the momentum of the wave is in the positive z direction this means that the wave must amplify, the energy coming from the vE motion of the electrons. (Figure 3 has been drawn for k in the vE,B plane but k can be in a general direction and amplification will occur provided that k'vE > 0.)
From Eq. (16) When the waves reach a certain amplitude, they are saturated by induced scattering off of ions. The equation for the evolution of the wave amplitudes is given by Kadomtsev 2 0 for the limit Ti << Te = T z and can be written as
where Ikd3k is the mean contribution to <%2) from waves with k in d3k, k" dk -k', w" wk -k , wk is the frequency cf the wave with wave vector k and 6' is the derivative of the delta function. The right hand side represents the rate of transfer of intensity from the k' mode to the k mode by induced scattering.
In a steady state, when modes are saturated, energy should be scattered predominantly from unstable modes to damped modes, although there should be some scatter among the unstable m c; as well as among the damped modes. The unstatle modes cue sea:at ,
%S1
from the damped modes by the plane in k space through the origin and perpendicular to vE.
Making use of the result that wk = kcs and from the delta function factor which shows that k k', we may reduce Eq. (20) -. 4
to the form "
lk ' =lkI where " = k-k'/kk' and where we have introduced 2 3,
In terms of Ok, which is dimensionless, the expression for va may be written as
Equation (21) 14 % % % % unstable modes, and the damping of the stable modes.
The sign of the right hand side must be such as to give this balance. The transfer of energy among the unstable modes can be regarded as a rearrangement of the energy of the unstable modes, but does not contribute to the equilibrium balance.
To get an idea as to the magnitude of the energy in the unstable modes, consider the assumption that tk is independent of ancle for the unstable modes (k x < 0) and a function of k alone, say dLU{k). Similiarly, assume that *k is a different function of k alone, say S(k), for the stable modes. This assumption for 4 k w.ll not solve the full Eq. (21) of course, but it can be chosen to make two moments of this equation vanish. We average Eq. (21) for this choice for tk over all unstable directions k x > 0, and again over all stable directions k x < 0, to obtain two These assumptions can be written as
:n takinq the angular averages we must neglect the coupling of tw: unstable modes, or two damped modes, since physically this -upling does not lead to a change in either the stable or :r'statle energy. This fact is net represented by our approximation.
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Substituting Eqs. (24a) and (24b) Here <'Yk>U and <Yk>S are the growth rates given by Eq. (7) angularly averaged over the unstable and stable hemispheres. that is sufficiently large to produce a va as large as the electron plasma frequency, "pe, even though the growth rate of the mode is of order wpi" The reason that this is possible is that the mode coupling that saturates the waves is so weak that the waves grow to a very large amplitude independent of its linear growth rate. Further, because the waves propagate at the ion acoustic speed, they can achieve this large amplitude withz.ut leaving the plasma.
-'
It should be noted that it was assumed that the mode is strongly unstable, so that vE > c s and so that the 7s rerm 7an be neglected in Eq. (7b). If va is too large, vE will be reduced, and c s will increase through heating of the electrn.
temperature parallel to B. Eventually the unstable angular I e "a.
-~~~~~~V It is proposed here that one mechanism for producing this anomalous collision frequency is a large amplitude ion acoustic waves. These waves, when propagating in a direction which makes an anale of less than 90 degrees with respect to the E x B direction, are driven unstable by the large E x B velocity of the electrons through the ions. The growth rates of these waves is comparable with the ion plasma frequency. In most cases this frequency is very large compared with the time scales for switch cperation, so that there is time for many exponentiations of the c,,ve amplitude. Since the waves propagate at the ion acoustic reed, they do not propagate very far during their growth times %, so that they are absolutely rather than convectively unstable.
Examination of the quasilinear wave-particle interactions of these waves has shown that they remove momentum and energy from the directed motion of the electrons perpendicular to the magnetic field at a rate that can be represented by the anomalous collision frequency vaThe resulting frictional energy goes to heat the thermal motion of the electrons parallel to the magnetic field.
The thermal motion perpendicular to the field is uncrincged because of the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment of the electrons. When the modes damp, they transfer the momentum to the ions.
To determine the magnitude of va it is necessary to determine the saturated amplitude of the waves. There is no saturation of the waves by quasilinear wave-particle interactions because the energy of the waves is effectively negative. The only quasilinear saturation effect is to heat the parallel motion of the electrons so as to raise the acoustic speed c s . This speed is usually much smaller than the driving E x B velocity vE.
The saturation mechanism is consequently the much weaker one of 
